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In [ 15, Theorem 1 ] it is shown that an I-prime f-ring which has an f- 
superunit and in which the square of every element is positive is a domain. 
In [lo, pp. 5365381 Henriksen and Isbell have shown that a totally 
ordered ring (domain) R can be embedded in a unital totally ordered ring 
(domain) if and only if R has a superunit or is infinitesimal. The question 
arises as to whether or not an I-prime l-ring with squares positive and anf- 
superunit can be embedded in a unital I-prime Z-ring with squares positive. 
In this paper we show that the answer is yes for the large class of 
generalized semigroup and power series I-rings of Conrad and McCarthy 
[6]. In fact, we consider the question, more generally, for such a po-ring Z. 
It is shown that if C is an f-ring with squares positive and an f-superunit, 
then C can be embedded in a unital po-ring with squares positive and, 
modulo its nil radical, it can be embedded in a unital Z-ring with squares 
positive. 
If R is a lattice-ordered ring (I-ring) and a E R, then a is called an S- 
element if b A c=O implies la/ h A c=b Ial A c=O. If Tdenotes the set of 
f-elements of R, then T is a convex I-subring of R, and R is a subdirect 
product of totally ordered T-T bimodules [13]. If T= R then R is an f- 
ring. The element e > 0 of the l-ring R is called a left (right) superunit if 
exBx (xe>x) for each XER+; and e is a superunit if it is a left and right 
superunit. R is infinitesimal if x2 <x for each x in R+. The I-ring R is an l- 
domain if ab > 0 whenever a > 0 and b > 0; it is l-prime if the product of two 
nonzero I-ideals is nonzero; and it is I-semiprime if it contains no nonzero 
nilpotent l-ideals. An l-ideal P of R is an l-prime l-ideal if R/P is an l-prime 
l-ring. If N(R) is the intersection of the l-prime f-ideals of R, then Diem [S] 
and Shatalova [12] have shown that R is l-semiprime if and only if 
N(R) = 0. 
Let A be a partially ordered set (po-set) with an associative partial mul- 
tiplication So for some c(, b E A c$ is defined and 
MAYEA, cr(&) = (c@)y if either side is defined. (1) 
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If F is a totally ordered unital domain, and u is a function from A into F 
with value u, at a E A, then, as usual, we write u = Cu,a and denote the 
support of u by supp u = { c( E A : u, #O}. The set of maximal elements in 
supp u will be denoted by max supp v. 
Let 
V= V[A] = {u=Z U,CI: supp u has the maximum condition}, 
W= W[A] = {u E V: supp u is the union of a finite number of 
totally ordered sets}, 
Z=Z[A]= {uEV:suppuislinite}, 
V+= {v~V:Vcc~maxsuppu,v,>O}. 
In [5] it is shown that V is a partially ordered group (PO-group) with 
positive cone V+, and that V is a lattice-ordered group (I-group) if and 
only if A is a rooted po-set: that is, for each c( E A the set {/I E A: B > M> is a 
chain. We will use the familiar notation all/? to indicate that the elements t( 
and D are incomparable elements of a po-set. 
For U, u E I/ define the “product” uv by 
(uv), = 
I 
c %!VB if YEA* 
d=Y 
0 if y$A*. 
Consider the following conditions on the elements a, b and y E A: 
If a < fi and cry is defined, then By is defined and ay < /?y; and y/I 
is defined if ya is defined and then ya < yfi. (2) 
If all/3 and ya is defined, then ya[l/?, and if cry is defined, then 
ayllb (3) 
The subset X of A satisfies (3) if (3) holds for all a, /I, y E X for which ay 
and ya E X, and y satisfies (3) (on X) if (3) holds for all a, j3 E A (E X). 
In [6, Sect. 21 Conrad and McCarthy have shown 
THEOREM 1. (a) Z is a po-ring if and only if A satisfies (1) and (2). 
(b) C (or W) is an l-ring if and only if A is rooted and satisfies ( 1) and 
(2). 
(c) C (or W or V) is an f -ring zy and only if A is rooted and satisfies 
Cl), (2) and (3). 
If A satisfies (1) and (2) we will call it a partially ordered partial 
semigroup (pops). Throughout this paper A will be a pops. 
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We deal with C exclusively but note that similar results hold for W or V 
whenever they are rings. In particular, all of the results for A and C also 
hold for A and W when A is rooted. 
1. SQUARES POSITIVE 
In this section we determine conditions on A which ensure that C has 
squares positive. The results here generalize and reline those in [ 14, Sect. 2 
and 31. Let 
r= {y E A: y satisfies (3) on A}. 
Clearly, r is closed under multiplication, and Z[r] is a convex subring of 
C[A] if and only if r is an ideal of the po-set A (i.e., 6 <YE r implies 
6 E r). The following lemma, whose proof is omitted, shows that when A is 
rooted r is an ideal of A. Note that when A is rooted .E[r] is the convex 
I-subring of f-elements of Z. 
LEMMA 1. Let X be a rooted subset of the pops A. Suppose that e, /I E X, 
fl< e and e satisfies (3) on X. Zf p, 6 E X with p/16, then /?p)16 provided fip 
and ep E A’. 
Consider the following conditions on A and C. 
VM, /I E A, if r$ is defined, then c$ < a2 or ap < /3’ or a/I = a* = 
B’. (4) 
Va,fl,yEA with b#y, if a*=/?y, then a’<fl’or a*<y*. (5) 
Va, ,..., a,, E A and Qx, ,..., x, E F, 
06(xla, + ... +x,c(,)*. G%) 
From [ 14, p. 2301 we have 
LEMMA 2. (a) A satisfies (4) if and only ifC satisfies (S,). 
(b) Zf A satisfies (4) and (5), then z satisfies (S,) for each integer n. 
Let L(X) denote the set of lower bounds of the subset X; so L(X)= 
(PEA: /?<a for each aEX}. 
THEOREM 2. The following statements are equivalent for the pops A. 
(a) A satisfies (4) and (5). 
(b) C has squares positive; and for all fl #y in A with fly =/?’ =y2 
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there exists e E A which satisfies (3) on X= (e, e2, ep, Be, j3, y > such that 
y d ey or y < ye, and L(e’) is rooted or satisfies (3). 
(c) Z satisfies (S,) and the remaining condition in (b). 
Proof: It suffices to show that (c) implies that A satisfies (5). Suppose 
that (c) holds but there exist /I # y in A with by = fl’ = y*. Take e E A which 
satisfies (3) on X and such that y 6 ey. First, note that e < e* since e satisfies 
(3) on X and ey d e2y. Also, since fi’ d e/?’ and /I, e/I E X, we must have 
B<efi. Next we claim that /?, YE L(e). By (4) ey<e* or ey<y’ or ey= 
e2 = y2; and yb < y2 or y,0 is undefined or yb = /+. If ey < y*, then y < y2, so 
y3 = yPy exists and y/I = by. Thus if u = y -B then u2 = 0, and by (S,), 
O<(u-e)‘=e2-(ey+ye)+(e/l+pe) 
(ye or Be may be undefined). Since ey 11 eB and ey I/Be, ey d e2. Similarly, 
/I 6 e2. Now if pile, then since e satisfies (3) on X, Plle2, which is impossible. 
If /I > e, then e/I > e2 > e/3; so we must have fi <e, and, similarly, y G e. 
If L(e2) satisfies (3) then /I, y and j?’ E L(e2) implies ByIIB’. If L(e2) is 
rooted, then /?y//?’ by Lemma 1. 
The element e E A is called a left or right (lor) superunit if for each a E A, 
eu 2 CI or ae 3 a; it is a left superunit if ea 2 c1 for each a, and a superunit if 
also cre 2 c(. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose that the pops A has a lor superunit e which 
satisfies (3), and L(e2) is rooted or satisfies (3). Then the following 
statements are equivalent. 
(a) .Z is a po-ring with squares positive. 
(b) A satisfies (l), (2), (4) and (5). 
(c) C is a po-ring which satisfies (S,). 
If A is a rooted semigroup with I’# 0, then C is a domain with squares 
positive if and only if A satisfies (4) and (5). More generally, we have 
COROLLARY 2. The following statements are equivalent for the rooted 
pops A. 
(a) A satisfies (4) and (5). 
(b) Z has squares positive and A satisfies 
V/l#y in A with j3’=/ly=y2, fi’r#Qr or IJ12#@. 
(c) .Z satisfies (S,) and A satisjies (6). 
(6) 
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Proof. It suffices to prove that (c) implies that A satisfies (5). If A does 
not satisfy (5), then there exist /I, y E A with Plly and /I’ = fly = y*. Suppose 
that e E r and e/I’ is defined. If /l< e/I, then the proof of Theorem 2 gives a 
contradiction. Thus bllej? or e/I < b, and the former can be ruled out since 
e E l7 If efl< e*, then ellfi or fl< e which again is impossible since e E ZY 
Thus, by (4) efi < /I*. Since A is rooted and eb < p, b*, fl and b’ are com- 
parable, and, similarly, y and y* are comparable. If y* = fl* < p then y and /I 
are comparable (since A is rooted). So /I < 8” <j’ < ... , and y < y* < 
. . . . If k > 2, then Bk and yk are comparable. But if flk < yk, then yZk = 
;:< ?2k ; so flk = yk if k 3 2. Thus ypy = y3 and yp is defined. Now y/? = By, 
since, otherwise, y/I < b’ by (4) and hence yby < fl*y = y3. If a = B-y, then 
since Z satisfies (S,), 06 (a+ e)*, and hence Iea+aeI <e*. But leai 6 
I ea + ae( holds in each totally ordered C(T) - E;(r) bimodule which is a 
homomorphic image of Z, and thus it holds in C. So ea is anf-element in 
Z and supp I ea I = supp e I a 1 = {e/I, ey } c ZY But then PII y implies ej’Ile/?y, 
which is impossible. 
The ring (PO-ring) R is called reduced (po-reduced) if it contains no non- 
zero (positive) nilpotent elements. 
LEMMA 3. If the pops A satisfies (4) and C is reduced, then A satisfies 
(5). 
Proof: If fly = /I’ = y*, then y/I is defined (otherwise fly is nilpotent). If 
yfl< p2, then y3 = yfiy < P’y = y3. Thus, by (4), yB = /I’. So y - fl is nilpotent 
and hence y = /I. 
COROLLARY 3. (a) Suppose that the pops A contains a lor superunit e 
which satisfies (3) and L(e’) is rooted or satisfies (3). Then C is a po- 
reducedpo-ring with squares positive tf and only if A satisfies (4) and (5) and 
fl’ is defined for each fi E A. 
(b) Suppose that A is a rooted pops with ,Wu I’/3 # @for each /? E A. 
Then 2 is a reduced l-ring with squares positive if and only if C satisfies (4) 
and (5) and /I’ is defined for each /? E A. 
(c) If A is rooted and T# 0, then C has squares positive and is a 
domain if and only if A is a semigroup which satisfies (4) and (5). 
Proof If A satisfies (4), then, by [ 14, Lemma 5(a)], C is PO-reduced if 
and only if ,!?’ is defined for each j3 E A. Thus (a) follows from Corollary 1. 
If .Z is an l-ring which is reduced (a domain) and has square positive, then, 
by Lemmas 2 and 3 d satisfies (4) and (5), and, trivially, B’ is defined for 
each p E A (A is a semigroup). Conversely, suppose that A is rooted, 
satisfies (4) and (5) and B* is defined for each fi E A. Then C is PO-reduced 
and has squares positive. If fir# 0 then rfl# 0 (and conversely), and 
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hence L’[r] has no nonzero left annihilator or right annihilator in C. But 
then ,Z is reduced by [ 15, Theorem 21. This completes the proof of (b), and 
the proof of (c) is similar. 
Example 2 of [ 151 shows that a pops which is a rooted monoid and 
satisfies (4) need not satisfy (5). 
A subset X of a pops A is a subpops if for all a, p E X, if cr/? is defined, 
then c$ E X X is a right (kfi) ideal of (A, .) if for all tl E X and p E A, aD E X 
@a E X), if it is defined. X is an ideal of (A, .) if it is a left and right ideal. 
An (left, right) ideal of the pops A is an ideal of the po-set (A, 6 ) which is 
also an (left, right) ideal of (A, .). The po-set P is the disjoint union of its 
family of subsets {Pi: iE I} if P is the union of the Pi and pJ1q whenever 
pePi, qEPj and if j. 
LEMMA 4. (a) Z[f] contains a left superunit of L’[A] tfand only ifA is 
a disjoint union of a finite number of right ideals, each of which contains a 
left superunit which satisfies (3) on A. 
(b) If A satisfies (4) or ifp’ is dejkedfor each BE A, then Z[r] con- 
tains a superunit of L’[A] tf and only tf A is a disjoint union of a finite num- 
ber of ideals, each of which contains a superunit which satisfies (3). 
Proof (a) Suppose that the po-set A decomposes as A = A, u ... v A,, 
where ei E Tn Aj is a left superunit for A,. Then e = e, + . + e, is a left 
superunit for C[A]. To see this, first note that e,e, is undefined if i# j, 
since ei I( ej and ei, ej EL Thus, eicl is undefined if a E Aj, by (2), since 
c( d eju. Second, note that if eja > o! for some c1 E Ai, Then ei/? > a for each 
p E Ai. For eia > ~1 implies e:a > eia, and hence ef > e,; whence ei/3 > b. So 
ei is a left superunit on C[A,]. But C[A] = C[A,] 0 ... @.E[A,J as right 
C[A]-po-modules; so if O<u= ui + ... + u, EC[A] with ui EC[A,] then 
eu=e,u, + ... +e,u, Bul + +.. +u, =u. 
Conversely, suppose that e = xi e, + . . . + x,e, E Z[r] is a left superunit 
of Z[r] of shortest length. If e, ~max supp e and e2 <e,, then f = 
2x,e, +x,e, + .*. + x,e, 3 e; so f is a left superunit of shorter length. 
Thus {e, ,..., e,} is a trivially ordered subset of ZY If /?E A, then /3< 
x,e,/l+ ... + x,e,/?; so B < ei/? for some i. Since e,e, is not defined if j # i, 
ejp is also not defined. Thus if 
Ai = {/?E A: eifi is defined}, 
then p E Ai if and only if B < eifi. So ei is a left superunit of A;, and (A, d ) 
is the disjoint union of the Ai. 
(b) If A is a disjoint union of a finite number of ideals each of which 
contains a superunit which satisfies (3), then the first paragraph of the 
proof of (a) shows that Z[r] contains a superunit of C[A]. Conversely, 
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suppose that Z[r] contains a superunit of C[d]. Then, using the notation 
in the second paragraph of the proof of (a), it suffices to show that if eifi is 
delined, then so is bei. But by (4), ei/? < ef or eifi < /I’. Now fiej is defined 
for some j, so if fl< e,/I < ef, then eiej is defined and hence i= j. If 
/I < ei/? < b2, then (ei/?)* is defined, and hence so is fiei. 
By the (right) components of A we shall mean the (right) ideals into 
which A decomposes according to Lemma 4(b) (resp. (a)). 
In [15, Corollary 41 it is shown that in an I-ring with squares positive 
and an f-superunit, if a A b = 0, then ab = 0 if and only if ba = 0. The 
following is the analogue for the po-ring C. 
LEMMA 5. Let A be a pops which satisfies (4) and which contains a 
super-unit e. Suppose that L(e*) satisfies (3) and {BE A: j3’ does not 
exist} E lY Then if SI 11 /I, c$ is defined if and only if PC! is defined. 
Proof: Suppose that bcz is defined but afl is not. Clearly, CI 3 e” and 
/I $ e” for each n > 1. If y* is not defined, then by (4) y fey < e2; since 
L(e’) satisfies (3) y < e. Now CY de* or CI < a*, and /I < e* or fi < b*. If c1< e* 
and /I 6 e*, then, again, ~1, 8, /?u E L(e) and by (3) a 11 /I is impossible. Sup- 
pose that CI & e*. Then CY <t1* and c( I/e. Since /Ic~E r, @‘IIe which is 
impossible since pa’ <e. A similar contradiction results if j3 6 e*. Thus UP 
is defined. 
COROLLARY 4. Suppose that C[A] satisfies (S,) and Z[r] is a conuex 
subring of C[A] which contains a super-unit of C[A]. Let u, VEC[A]+ and 
suppose that c( II /.? for GI E max supp u and BE: max supp v. Then uv = 0 if and 
only if 024 = 0. 
Proof By Lemma 4 we may assume that r contains a superunit e of A. 
Now u = u, + ... + u, where max supp ui = (ai}, supp ui n supp uj = @ if 
i # j, and ui 2 0; and, similarly, v = vI + .. + u, with max supp vi = (/Ii}, 
supp ui n supp vi = @ if i # j, and vi b 0. If uu = 0, then UiUj = 0 for each i 
and j, and hence aiBj is not defined. By Lemma 5, bjai is not defined, and 
hence PU is not defined if fi < flj and CI 6 CI,. So vjui = 0 and thus vu = 0. 
2. UNITABILITY 
In this section we are concerned with embedding the po-ring C which 
has squares positive into a unital po-ring which has squares positive. In 
[ 10, Theorem 5.111 Henriksen and Isbell have shown that if an f-ring R 
can be embedded in a unital f-ring, then there is a unique smallest unital f- 
ring that contains R; for R totally ordered this was proven earlier by 
Johnson [ 111. No such uniqueness holds for the squares positive case. For 
example, let A = {x”: n 2 1 } be the free semigroup on one generator (any 
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number of generators will do) ordered by: x < x2 <x3 < ... . Let A, = 
A u (e} be the free monoid on one generator. Then A, can be partially 
ordered in three distinct ways so that it is rooted, satisfies (4) and (5) and 
A is a subpops of A,. These are 
(i) e is not comparable to any element of A; 
(ii) e<x2; 
(iii) e < x. 
Thus, the totally ordered domain C[A] can be embedded in three distinct 
smallest unital I-domains with squares positive. 
Our point of view will be to embed the pops A into an appropriate unital 
pops A,, and thus C[A] will be embedded in C[A,]. The letter e will be 
used exclusively for the identity element of a pops, and so A\ { e } = A if and 
only if e # A. 
First, we note that even if C is a commutative l-domain with squares 
positive, it need not be embeddable in a unital Z-ring with squares positive. 
For example, let A be Diem’s [S] trivially ordered semigroup with two 
elements CI and /?, where U$ = Pa = ~1~ = 8’ = ~1. If C[A] were unitable, then 
by [15, Theorem 71, its nilpotent elements would form an I-ideal. On the 
other hand, Corollary 11 gives conditions under which an f-domain .Z with 
squares positive is unitable. 
THEOREM 3. Let A be a pops which satisfies (4) ((4) and (5)). Then A 
can be embedded in a unital pops which satisfies (4) ((4) and (5)) zf and only 
if A satisfies the following two conditions. 
VgEA\{e}, if/l’ is defined, then /?</?* or fi’</3 (7) 
V/3 E A, $/I’ < /? or B’ is not defined, then /?y < y ifpy is defined, 
and y/? < y if yfi is defined. (8) 
ProoJ Suppose that A, is unital, contains A and satisfies (4). Then for 
bEA,\( either /?=eB<p*; or B < e, and hence /?’ < p if p2 is defined. So 
if fi’ < p or 8’ is undefined, then /I <e and hence (7) and (8) follow. Con- 
versely, suppose that A satisfies (7) and (8) and is not unital. Let A, = 
A u {e} and define p < e if /12 < b or /I’ is undefined. First, we will check 
that A, is a po-set. Suppose that ~1, pE A with a < /3 and /I < e. If a2 is not 
defined, then M < e. If cc2 is defined, then u* <a/3 < c( by (2) and (8); so 
LX < e, again. So d is transitive on A 1, and, clearly, it is antisymmetric and 
reflexive. 
That A, satisfies (2) follows from (8). For suppose that c1< B and ycr is 
defined. The only nontrivial case is if /3 = e and y E A, and then ycc < yj? by 
(8). 
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To see that Al satisfies (4), suppose that a/? is defined and a = e. We need 
that jke or fl <b* or /I=e; but this follows from (7). 
Finally, to verify that A, inherits (5) from A, suppose that a* = ey, where 
a, YE A. Then by (7), a*<a and hence a’<,, or ax<a* and hence 
a2 < a4 = y*. 
To embed a rooted pops into a unital rooted pops we need a further 
condition. First, we state 
LEMMA 6. (a) A satisfies (8) provided it satisfies 
{/l~A:fl*</? or p’is undefined}sT. (9) 
(b) Zf A is rooted and satisfies (8), then it satisfies (9). 
Proof: Suppose that the rooted pops A satisfies (8), /I’ < fl or fi’ is not 
defined, y(Ia, and by is defined. By (8) /?y < y. If py < a, then a and y are 
comparable since A is rooted. If a < By < y we again get a contradiction. So 
pj (1 a. Similarly, y/I (1 a and fi E ZY 
Conversely, suppose that A satisfies (9) that /I’< /I or j3’ is not defined, 
and that fly is defined. If /?y 11 y, then fiy I( by; if fly > y, then /I’ is defined and 
/3’y > fly > fi’y. Thus fly < y. 
As a consequence of Theorem 3 and Lemma 6, a totally ordered pops A 
is contained in a unital pops which satisfies (4) and (5) if and only if A\{ e} 
contains no idempotents. 
COROLLARY 5. Let A he a rooted pops which satisfies (4) ((4) and (5)). 
Then A can be embedded in a unitul rooted pops which satisfies (4) ((4) and 
(5)) ifund only if A satisfies (7), (8) and 
B= {bEA:3aEA with fl*>p>a, and a>a* or 
a2 is undefined) 
(10) 
is a totally ordered set (actually, semigroup) of superunits. 
Proof: If A is embedded in the rooted unital pops Al which satisfies (4), 
then A satisfies (7) and (8). If YEA,\(e), then y<y* or y<e, by (4). So if 
fii E B and /IF > /Ii > ai, as in (lo), then ai <e and /Ii is comparable to e 
since A, is rooted. Thus /I; > e and /I, and f12 are comparable, and hence 
(10) follows from (2). 
Conversely, suppose that A satisfies (7) (8), and (10). We assume that 
e$A.LetA,=Au{e}.ForflEAdeIine, 
and 
B<e if 8” < fi or b’ is undefined; 
B>e if BE B. 
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Then we claim that A1 is a rooted pops which satisfies (4) ((4) and (5)). 
First, we show that < is transitive on A, (clearly, it is antisymmetric). 
Suppose that a, /I, y E A, with a < p and j? < y. 
Case (I). a = e. Thus, e < /I and /I < y with /I, y E A. There exists a1 E A 
with a1 </I < /I* and a: is undefined or a: < aI. If y2 < y, then by (lo), 
y2 <fly’ <fly < y*, which is impossible. So y* > y and e < y. 
Case (II). /I=e. Thus a<e and e<y with a,ycA. By (10) a<ay and 
by (8) ay-cy, so a<y. 
Case (III). y = e. Thus a < /.I and /3 < e with a, /I E A. If a2 is undefined, 
then a < e. If a2 is defined, then a* < aB < a by (2) and (8); so a < e. 
Next we show that A, is rooted. Let 6 E A, and put X= {acz A,; a b S}. 
If 6 = e, then X is a chain by (lo), and if e $ X then X is a chain since A is 
rooted. Suppose that 6 E A and eE X, and let j? > 6. By (7), either /I’ is 
undefined or B2<B or /?>p. If /I’>/?, then /?>e, since d2<6 or 6 is 
undefined. For the other two cases we have B < e. Thus X is a chain. 
The verification that A, is a pops which satisfies (4) ((4) and (5)) is iden- 
tical to that in Theorem 3 except for the following additional case for (2): 
e < /I and y E A. But then y/I and /?y are defined and y < yj3, ay by (10). 
COROLLARY 6. Let A be a pops which satisfies (4) ((4) and (5)). Sup- 
pose that r is an ideal of the po-set A, and for each j3 E A, prv r/l # @ $ 
/I A u A/3 # 0. Then A can be embedded in a unital pops which satisfies (4) 
((4) and (5)) provided it satisfies 
A\(e) contains no idempotents, (11) 
(j?~d:/?~</?}~l-. (12) 
Conversely, if also j?r# 0 and rfl# /zr for each p E A, then the 
unitability conditions (7) and (8) imply (11) and ( 12). 
Proof: Suppose that A satisfies (11) and (12). Let /I E A with p (1 p2, and 
take y E r such that /?y is defined. By (4), /?y </I’ or /?y < y2, and the former 
is ruled out since y satisfies (3). So /?y < y2, /I is comparable to y, and hence 
/I < y. But then /I E r and hence /I* 11 /I’. Thus A satisfies (7). If /I2 < j? and By 
is defined, then /3y 2 y or /Iy < y, since /I E r, and hence j?y < y. Suppose that 
B* is not defined. If y E r with By defined, then, by (4), By < y2. Since y E r, 
/Ifi y, and since /I’ is not defined, fl< y. Thus fi E E If 6 E A with PS defined, 
then /IS Jj 6 and /IS & 6, so /IS < 6. Thus A satisfies (8), and by Theorem 3 A 
can be embedded in a unital pops which satisfies (4). 
Conversely, suppose that A satisfies (7) and (8) and that /W# @ and 
ra#0foreachBEA.Letp,pand6beinAwithP2<Bandp116.IfBpis 
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comparable to 6, then there exists y E I’ such that y/Q and yS are defined 
and comparable. But y/I < y, so y/I E r and hence y/Q I( ~6. Thus /?p 1) 6 and, 
similarly, p/I 116. 
The pops A is called infinitesimal if /I’ <j? or /I’ is undefined for each 
/I E A. By Lemma 6 and Corollary 5, a rooted infinitesimal pops can be 
embedded in a unital (rooted) pops which satisfies (4) if and only if it 
satisfies (3) (and hence is contained in a unital rooted pops which satisfies 
(3)). Henriksen and Isbell’s theorem [lo, 1.61 carries over to 
COROLLARY 7. The following statements are equivalent for the totally 
ordered pops A. 
(a) A can be embedded in a unital totally ordered pops. 
(b) A can be embedded in a rooted unital pops which satisfies (4) ((4) 
and (5)). 
(c) A is infinitesimal or has a superunit. 
(d) Z[A] is infinitesimal or has a superunit. 
Proof Trivially, (a) implies (b). Assume (b) and suppose that (c) is 
false. Then, by (7) fi’ > /3 for some /I E A. If c( E A, then tl > b or c1< p; and, 
since A satisfies (10) by Corollary 5, the latter inequality implies that 
a2 > LX. In any case ~1~ and hence a/? and /IU are all defined. If, say, fia < a, 
then /?‘a f ja < fl’a. So p is a superunit, which contradicts our assumption. 
Thus (b) implies (c). 
Next, we show that (c) implies (a). If A is infinitesimal, then the proof of 
Theorem 3 shows that A is contained in a unital totally ordered pops. Sup- 
pose that A has a superunit, but not an identity element. Let e be the iden- 
tity element of a totally ordered unital ring containing Z (such a ring 
exists, by [lo, p. 5381). To show that A u (e> is a pops it suffices to show 
that it satisfies (2). If y, /I E A and e < b, then y < yj so yfl is defined. Since 
p < /I’ we must have y < yj?. The other cases are similar. (A direct proof 
that A u (e} is a totally ordered pops can be given, similar to the proof of 
Corollary 5.) Finally, the equivalence of (c) and (d) can be verified directly, 
or, it follows from Henriksen and Isbell’s theorem, Lemma 4, and the 
equivalence of (a) and (c). 
Note that it is possible for a totally ordered pops to be embeddable in a 
unital pops which satisfies (4) and (5) without being embeddable in a 
totally ordered unital pops. For example, let A be 
a<B<j?‘<f13< ‘.., 
where a’, afl and /Ia are not defined. Then A has no idempotents (and so is 
“po-unitable”), but it does not satisfy (10). 
481/100.:2-3 
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The next corollary applies, in particular, to a rooted pops which satisfies 
(3). 
COROLLARY 8. Let A be a rooted pops. Suppose that whenever a/? is 
defined there exist y, 6 E r with y G a, 6 < fi and y6 is defined. Then A can be 
embedded in a rooted unital pops which satisfies (4) and (5) if and only if A 
satisfies (11 ), (12) and 
lj” j?’ > /? > a where a* is undefined or a > a2, then Bp and p/? are 
defined for each p E A. (13) 
ProojY If A can be embedded in a rooted unital pops that satisfies (4) 
then A satisfies (11) and (12) by Theorem 3 and Lemma 6. It also satisfies 
(13) by Corollary 5. 
Conversely, suppose that A satisfies (1 l), (12) and (13). First, we note 
that the assumed condition on products implies that if ap is defined, then 
{a, 8, a/l} is a chain, since r has this property and A is rooted. Hence A 
satisfies (4) and (5), and by Corollaries 5 and 6 it suffices to show that A 
satisfies (10). But if /I’ > /I and /?p and pB are defined, then clearly /Ip > p 
and pj? > p. Thus (10) follows from (13). 
The rooted pops A in Corollary 8 satisfies 
a /I /I implies afi is not defined (14) 
and (14) is equivalent to the condition that the identity x+x- = 0 holds in 
the I-ring C. In general, a pops A which satisfies (14) (and hence (4) and 
(5)) can be embedded in a unital pops which satisfies (14) if and only if it 
satisfies (7), (8), and 
fl’ > p implies fly > y and y/I > y for each y E A. (15) 
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3. Also, analogous to 
Corollary 5, a rooted pops that satisfies (14) can be embedded in a unital 
rooted pops that satisfies (14) if and only if it satisfies (7) (8), and (15). 
We also note that the conditions on A in Corollary 8 do not force A = r; 
see [ 14, pp. 226-2271 (of course, if A is a semigroup, then (14) implies that 
A is totally ordered). 
COROLLARY 9. Let A be a rooted pops which satisfies (4) ((4) and (5)), 
and let 
B = { fi E A: 3a E A with /?” > j3 > a, and a > a2 or a2 is undefined}. 
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Suppose that A satisfies (11 ), (12), (16), and (17). 
VP,4 KuU#0 if PAuAflf0. (16) 
If BE B, p E A, then there exist yt, y2 < fl, with yi E I, such that 
y1 p and py2 are defined. (17) 
Then A can be embedded in a unital rooted pops which satisfies (4) ((4) and 
(5)) if and only if 
B is a totally ordered semigroup. (18) 
Proof Suppose that A satisfies (18). By Corollaries 5 and 6, it suffices 
to show that A satisfies (10). But if BE B and p E A, then (17) and (2) imply 
that fip and p/? are defined; and if y E r with yp defined and y 6 /I, then 
l?p (1 p implies yp 11 p since A is rooted. Thus pp > p and, similarly p/? > p. 
The conditions on a pops with (4) and (5) for it to be a subpops of a 
unital pops with (4) are, of course, transferred to C. In contrast to 
Corollary 7, however, the unitability of C does not imply the unitability of 
A, in general (also, see the example at the end). 
LEMMA 7. Let A be a unital pops which satisfies (4) and (5). Then C has 
only two idempotents; and if u EC with u2 < u, then supp u is bounded above 
by e. 
Proof If u2 =0 and j~supp u, then j’ is not defined [14, Lem- 
ma 5(a)], so fl<e by (4). If pemax supp u2, then p=a* where CIE 
max supp u (see the proof of [ 14, Lemma 21). Since u2 < U, 01~ < b E 
max supp U. Thus c( < ~1~ is impossible and hence CI 6 e by (4). If y1 E 
max supp u with y1 4 e, then y, <y: and y: $max supp u2. So yf = y2y3 
where y2, y3 E supp u and y2 # y3. By (5), we may suppose that yf <y:. But 
then y2 k e, so, again y:$max supp u* and thus y: < y: for some y4 E 
supp U. Since this process must terminate, y1 < e. Suppose that 0 # u = ~4’. If
x2 E max supp u2 with c( E max supp U, then c1= a2, so max supp u = {e}, 
and u = e + ui with e $ supp ui . Since e - u is idempotent, u = e. 
Suppose that R is a po-subring of the po-ring S. The element u E S+ is 
called an f-element on R if UR c R, Ru c R and if a, b E R with a A b = 0 (in 
R), then ua A b=au A b=O (in R). 
COROLLARY 10. Let A be a rooted pops which satisifes (4) and (5), and 
suppose that A also satisfies (16). Then the following statements are 
equivalent. 
(a) A can be embedded in a unital pops which satisfies (4) and (5). 
(b) C can be embedded, as an I-subring, in a unital po-ring S with 
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squares positive, such that S has only two idempotents, and zf u E S with 
u2 < u, then u is an f-element on 2. 
Proof Suppose that (a) is true, and let 2 be a unital pops which 
satisfies (4) and (5) and which contains A. Let A, = A u {e} and put 
S= Z[A,]. Since the elements of Tu {e} satisfy (3) on A, (b) follows from 
Lemma 7. That (b) implies (a) follows from Corollary 6. 
COROLLARY 11. Suppose that the rooted pops A is a semigroup which 
satisfies (4) and (5), and T# a. Then the following statements are 
equivalent. 
(a) A can be embedded in a unital rooted pops which satisfies (4) and 
(5) (and which is a semigroup). 
(b) A satisfies (12). 
(c) C can be embedded in a unital l-ring with squares positive in which 
u2 d u implies u is an f-element (and which is a domain). 
Proof That (a) implies (b) follows from Corollary 6. We use 
Corollary 9 to show that (b) implies (a). By Corollary 3(c) C is a domain, 
so A satisfies ( 11). Also, A satisfies (17) since it satisfies (12). Finally, if 
/??>j?i>cli>a:, i=l,2, and j111jb2, then ~Ia21/~Ip2 since crier. But 
arc12 </I?~c~~, rx1fi2 and A is rooted, so A satisfies (18). 
That (a) implies (c) follows from Lemma 7, and, clearly, (c) implies (b). 
COROLLARY 12. Suppose that the po-ring C[A] has squares positive and 
its subring Z[T] contains a superunit s of C[A] such that L(a) E rfor each 
a~supps~ (e.g., zf.Z[r] is a convex subring ofZ[A]). Then E[A] can be 
embedded in a unital po-ring with squares positive. 
Proof By Lemmas 2 and 4 and Corollary 1, A satisfies (4) and (5) and 
we may assume that r contains a superunit s of A with L(s2) c r. If j3 E A, 
then by (4) p < s2 or a < j?‘; and hence A satisfies (8) by Lemma 6. Also, if 
/I E r and p’ is defined, then /I and p2 are comparable. Suppose that f = 
f 2 E r Now if /If is defined, then /?f 4 /?, so fif = /?. Similarly, if f p is defined 
f/l = /?. But if p E A, then /3s = B(fs); so j3f is defined, and similarly f/? is 
defined. Thus A satisfies (7) and the result follows from Theorem 3. 
COROLLARY 13. Let Z be an l-ring with squares positive and an 
f-superunit. The following statements are equivalent. 
(a) A can be embedded in a rooted pops A which satisfies (4) and (5) 
such that for each /I E A there is an idempotent f E a which satisfies (3) on ii 
andp=/?f =fj?. 
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(b) Each component of A satisfies (13). 
(c) Each component of r satisfies (13). 
(d) r can be embedded in a rooted pops P which satisfies (4) and (5) 
such that for each j? E r there is an idempotent f ET which satisfies (3) on i: 
and/?=Pf=fP. 
If A satisfies any one of these conditions, then C can be embedded in a 
unital l-ring with squares positive. 
Proof. It suffices to show the equivalence of (a), (b), and (c). Assume 
(a). From the proof of Corollary 12 we know that if f and g are distinct 
idempotents in 2 which satisfy (3), then f (1 g and f g is not defined; and if 
Pf (ffl) is defined, then flf = /I (f/l= /I). Let Ai be a component of A and 
let si E l-n Ai be a superunit of A;. Then if fi is an idempotent in 2 which 
satisfies (3) and si = sifi = fisi, Ai u {fi} is a unital rooted pops which 
satisfies (4) and (5). So Ai satisfies (13) by Corollary 5, and (a) implies (b). 
Since each component of r is a subset of a component of A (b) implies (c). 
Assume (c), and let A i be a component of A. Then Ti = {y E Ai: y satisfies 
(3) on A,} is a component of r. By the proof of Corollary 12, Corollary 6, 
and Lemma 6, Ai satisfies (7) (8), and (9). It also satisfies (10). For, sup- 
posethat~2>~>a,and~2>y>a2wherea,,a,,~,~~dianda~<a,ora~ 
is undefined; and let si be a superunit of A ; which satisfies (3). Then aj E Ti 
and hence aj < s, (by (14)). Since /I, s, > aI, /I and si are comparable, and, 
similarly, y and si are comparable. If /I 3 si or y 2 si, then /I and y are com- 
parable. Otherwise, p, y E Ti and /?y is defined since r, satisfies (13); so, 
again, p and y are comparable. Similarly, if p E Ai, then bp and p/I are 
defined, and hence pp > p and pfl> p. Thus, by Corollary 5, Ai can be 
embedded in a unital rooted pops which satisfies (4) and (5). So (c) implies 
(a). 
The proof of Corollary 13 shows that if A is a rooted pops which satisfies 
(4) and (5) and r contains a superunit s of d, then d can be embedded in a 
unital rooted pops which satisfies (4) and (5) if L(s) contains no ascending 
chains of the form fi < /I* < p’ < . . . 
COROLLARY 14. If .Z is an l-prime l-ring with squares positive which con- 
tains an f-superunit, then 2 can be embedded in a unital l-ring which has 
squares positive (and which is a domain). 
Proof. By Corollaries 2 and 3 and [ 14, Corollary 31 (or [ 15, 
Theorem 21) C is a domain. Since A satisfies (12), the result follows from 
Corollary 11. 
An l-ring R is called l-simple if 0 and R are its only l-ideals. The l-ideal 
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(ideal) P of the l-ring (ring) R is called completely l-prime (prime) if RfP is 
an l-domain (a domain). 
LEMMA 8. Let A be a rooted pops. rf A is a subset of C[A] let A(A) be 
the union of the supports of the elements of A. 
(a) If A is a right, left, or two-sided l-ideal of L’[A], then A(A) is a 
right, left or two-sided ideal of A. 
(b) The mapping A + A(A) is a sup-preserving homomorphism from 
the lattice of right (left) l-ideals of Z[A] onto the lattice of right (left) ideals 
of A. It is a lattice homomorphism from the lattice of l-ideals of L[A] onto 
the lattice of ideals of A. 
(c) If A is a completely l-prime l-ideal of L’[A] then A\A(A) is a sub- 
semigroup of (A, .), and Z[A(A)] is a completely l-prime l-ideal of .Z[A]. 
(d) Suppose that F is l-simple, or, for each E E A, there are elements B 
and y in A with Pa > a and ay > a. Then, for each one-sided l-ideal A of 
,Z[A], A(A) = A n A. Thus, the mappings in (b) are lattice isomorphisms 
with inverses a + ,Z’[d]. Also A is a completely l-prime l-ideal tf and only if 
A\A(A) is a subsemigroup of (A, .). 
Proof If A is a convex l-subgroup of Z[A] and aE A(A), then 
aesuppu for some UEA+. If p~max supp u with a </?, then u = 
x/?+u, +u2 where suppu, <p and u2 EA+ with BIly for each ~~suppu~. 
Thus Ocxa62u and xaEA. So 
If 1 is an ideal of (A, < ), then A = Z[& is a convex l-subgroup of E[A] 
with A(A)=J. (a) and (b) now follow easily. 
If A is a completely l-prime l-ideal of C[A], then C[A] +\A is mul- 
tiplicatively closed and A\A(A) c Z[A] +\A, so A\A(A) is a subsemigroup 
of (A, .), If B=Z[A(A)], then clearly A(A) = A(B) = Bn A. Suppose that 
u, v E Z[A] + with max supp u = {a}, max supp v = (p} and uu E B. Then 
u=xa+ul, v=yB+v, with suppu, <a and suppv, c/3. So uv= 
xya/3 + w with supp w < al?. If a/3 is undefined, then a E A(B) or p E A(B) 
since A\A(B) is a semigroup. Hence supp u or supp v G A(B) c B, and u E B 
or v E B. Now suppose that u, v EL’[A] + with uv E B. Then u = 
Ul + ... +unr v=v, + ... +v, with ui, v,~E.Z[AJ+, and maxsuppw is a 
singleton for w = u, or v,. If u# B, then ui 4 B for some i. Since 0 < 
uivj ,< u,v, uivj E B for each j. But then vj E B for each j and hence v E B. This 
completes the proof of (c) and also of the last sentence in (d). 
Suppose that F is l-simple and A is a right l-ideal of C[A]. By a theorem 
of Johnson’s [ 11, Lemma 1.3, p. 2091 0 and F are the only right l-ideals of 
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F. So if xa E A with 0 <x E F, then 1 < xy for some y E F. Hence tx < (xcc),v 
and aEA. Thus A(A)=And, A=Z[d(A)], and A-A(A) is a lattice 
isomorphism. 
Suppose, on the other hand, that, for each a E A, there exists b, y E A with 
a < pa, ay. Then, using the notation of the previous paragraph, a < xay 
implies that a E A. This completes the proof of (d). 
COROLLARY 15. Let Z be an l-semiprime l-ring with squares positive. If 
C has an f-superunit, then Z can be embedded in a reduced unital l-ring with 
squares positive. 
Proof. By Lemma 4, if A ,,..., A,, are the components of A, then Ai n r 
contains a superunit of Ai and C[A] is the direct sum of its I-ideals 
Z[A,],..., Z[A,]. Thus, we may assume that f contains a superunit of A, 
but A does not have an identity element. If A is an I-prime I-ideal of C[A], 
then A is a completely prime ideal [15, Theorem 21; hence A = Z[A(A)] 
by Lemma S(d), and so C[A]/A is isomorphic to C[A\A(A)] via the pro- 
jection map C x,a --t C, 6 d,Aj x,a. By Corollary 14 C[A]/A can be embed- 
ded in a domain which is a unital I-ring with squares positive. The proof is 
completed by recalling that Z[A] is a subdirect product of its I-prime 
homomorphic images. 
An example at the end of this paper shows that, in contrast to 
Corollary 14, if A has a superunit and C is a semiprime f-ring (and hence 
can be embedded in a unital semiprime f-ring) A need not be embeddable 
in a unital rooted pops which satisfies (4). 
Recall that N(R) denotes the lower l-radical of the I-ring R and it is the 
intersection of the l-prime I-ideals of R. 
For the pops A let 
The proof of [14, Theorem 31 shows that if A is rooted and satisfies (4), 
then N(C[A])=C[N(A)] and C[A]/N(C[A]) is isomorphic to 
Z[A\N(A)]. Thus, by Corollary 15, if C[A] is an l-ring with squares 
positive and an f-superunit, then C[A]/N(C[A]) can be embedded in a 
unital l-ring with squares positive. We summarize in 
THEOREM 4. Let Z[A] be an l-ring with squares positive and an f- 
superunit. Then C[A] can be embedded (as an 1-subring) in a unital directed 
po-ring with squares positive. If N is the lower l-radical of Z[A], then 
Z[A]/N can be embedded in a unital l-ring with squares positive. Also, N = 
Z[N(A)] where N(A) = (/I E A: 8” is not defined for some n > 2). 
EXAMPLE. A commutative rooted pops A (with two roots) which 
satisfies (3) has a superunit, fi’ is defined for each /I, but A is not embed- 
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dable in a unital rooted pops which satisfies (4) and (5) (even though 2 is a 
semiprime f-ring and hence is unitable [ 111). 
Let A, be the free commutative semigroup on the set {s, fi, CI~ }. Totally 
order A I by (here, i, j, k, p, m, n b 0): 
s’a@” <sPa~fln if 
j>m or 




syk < spfln if k>nandp>l,or 
k=nandi<p. 
Similarly, let A, be the free commutative semigroup on the set {s, y, cx,}, 
ordered analogously. Now let A be the pops generated by {s, IX,, fl, a*, -y } 
such that A, and A, are subpops of A, and if p, 6 E A, then p < 6 and p6 is 
defined if and only if p, 6 E Ai, i = 1 or 2 (see Fig. 1). Then A satisfies (7) 
and (8), but not (10). 
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